The use of traditional American Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC) staging alone has limitations in predicting patient survival with nodular melanoma (NM). We aimed to establish a comprehensive prognostic nomogram and compare its prognostic value with the AJCC staging system.
Introduction
Cutaneous melanoma (CM) is a heterogeneous type of cancer that is the sixth-most-common malignant cancer in the USA. [1, 2] The most-common histopathological subtypes of CM are superficial diffuse melanoma (60%-80%), nodular melanoma (NM) (14%-15%), and malignant melanoma (5%-15%). [3, 4] The morbidity and mortality rates associated with melanoma have increased in most parts of the world over the past few decades. [5] According to a fact sheet of the National Cancer Institute based on the surveillance, epidemiology, and end result (SEER) database (http://seer.cancer.gov/statfacts/html/melan. html; accessed January 25, 2018) , the number of new melanoma cases in 2017 was estimated at 87,110, accounting for 5.2% of all new cancer cases, and the estimated death toll was 9730. NM is the most aggressive form of melanoma. Almost 50% of NMs have a tumor thickness of at least 2 mm at the time of diagnosis. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] Compared with other melanoma subtypes, NM has been shown to have a faster growth rate, greater bioavailability, and greater mitosis. [3, [11] [12] [13] [14] Studies have shown that although NM accounts for 14% to 15% of all CM cases, it leads to more than 37% to 40% of melanoma deaths. [2, 4] There is also increasing evidence that NM is clinically unique, and so the early diagnosis and prognosis of NM is particularly important.
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ulceration, mitosis, lymph-node spread, and distant metastasis as determinants of the prognosis. However, there remain limitations to using the AJCC staging system alone, and the survival outcomes can vary widely for tumors at the same stage. Given the clinical uniqueness of NM, novel prognostic tools are needed to improve the accuracy of predicting survival in NM patients. [15] A nomogram is a convenient graphical representation of a mathematical model that combines various important factors to predict a specific endpoint. [16] Nomograms have become a reliable and convenient tool for quantifying risk, and they are widely used for estimating the prognosis of cancer. [17, 18] Factors such as race, sex, and age have all been demonstrated to be important prognostic factors for melanoma, [19, 20] and ignoring such significant prognostic parameters may reduce the accuracy of survival predictions. The aim of this study was to establish a comprehensive prognostic evaluation system based on multiple prognostic parameters and compare its prognostic value with that of the AJCC staging system.
Methods

Patient selection
We used SEER * Stat (version 8.3.5, https://seer.cancer.gov/) to review patient data from the latest version of the SEER database (covering 18 registries). We searched for relevant NM patients using histological type code 8721 of the the third edition of the International Classification of Diseases for Oncology. We excluded patients younger than 18 years, as were cases that were not confirmed by microscopy or only autopsy, and cases with unknown or incomplete variables. Several variables were examined, including age, origin recode NHIA, sex, marital status, SEER stage, insurance status, and lymph-node density (LND). We used the 7th edition of the AJCC staging system, and restricted our search to between 2010 and 2015, because the system was first reported on in 2010.
There were 5102 eligible patients identified in the SEER database. For nomogram construction and validation, we randomly assigned 70% of the patients to the training cohort (n = 3571) and 30% to the validation cohort (n = 1531).
Statistical analysis
Continuous variables conforming to a normal distribution were expressed as mean and standard deviation values, while other continuous variables were expressed as median (25th-75th percentile) values. Categorical variables were expressed as percentages. Variables were selected using the backward stepwise selection method in the Cox regression model for the training cohort. A nomogram for predicting the 3-year and 5-year survival rates of NM patients was constructed based on the predictive model with the identified prognostic factors.
The predictive accuracy of this nomogram was evaluated by the concordance index (C-index) and the area under the timedependent receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC). The agreement between the predicted probabilities and the actual outcomes was evaluated by calibration plotting. Both discrimination and calibration were evaluated using bootstrapping with 1000 resamples.
The net reclassification improvement (NRI) and the integrated discrimination improvement (IDI) were used to compare the accuracy of the 2 models in order to determine the improvement obtained by using the new predictive model. The clinical value of the predictive models was tested using decision curve analyses (DCAs). All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS (version 24.0, SPSS, Chicago, IL) and R software. A 2-sided P .05 was considered to be statistically significant.
Ethical review
Given that cancer is a reportable disease in every state of the USA, informed patient consent is not required. When a data use agreement was signed, data on cancer research become available to the public free of charge.
Results
Patient characteristics
The median age at the time of diagnosis was 62 years in the training cohort and 64 years in the validation cohort. Most of the patients were male, married, and in AJCC stage II or III. In both cohorts, about 60% of patients had a localized SEER stage, 33% had a regional SEER stage, and 5.0% had a distant SEER stage. About 89% of patients had insurance. The median follow-up times were 25 months and 24 months in the training and validation cohorts, respectively. The demographics and tumor characteristics of patients are summarized in Table 1 .
Independent prognostic factors in the training cohort
After performing a univariate Cox regression analysis, data on the age at diagnosis, sex, marital status, AJCC stage, SEER stage, AJCC stage III (HR = 2.900 vs AJCC stage I, P < .001), AJCC stage IV (HR = 7.825 vs AJCC stage I, P < .001), and regional SEER stage (HR = 1.573 vs localized, P = .017) were risk factors for survival. In particular, we found that LND was also a risk factor affecting the survival of NM patients (HR = 1.600, P < .001) ( Table 2 ).
Prognostic nomogram for survival
A nomogram that incorporated all of the significant independent factors for predicting the 3-year and 5-year survival rates in the training cohort was established, based on selected variables according to their HRs. The nomogram showed that age was the most important factor contributing to the prognosis, followed by the AJCC stage, LND, SEER stage, marital status, and sex. The nomogram is used by first giving each variable a score on its points scale. The scores for all variables are then added to obtain the total score, and a vertical line is dropped down from the totalpoints row to estimate the 3-year and 5-year survival rates (Fig. 1) .
Performance of the nomogram
The C-index provided by the nomogram (0.744 for the training cohort and 0.729 for the validation cohort) were higher than the C-index of the AJCC staging system (0.679 and 0.684, respectively). For the nomogram, the AUCs of the training cohort (0.748 at 3 years and 0.759 at 5 years) and validation cohort (0.735 and 0.742, respectively) indicated that the model had a good discriminative ability and a better AUC than the AJCC staging system (Fig. 2) . Calibration plots of the nomogram showed that the predicted 3-year and 5-year survival probabilities of the SEER training and validation cohorts were almost identical to the actual observations (Fig. 3) .
The NRI values at 3 years and 5 years of follow-up were 0.368 (95% confidence interval [CI] = 0.231-0.507) and 0.442 (95% CI = 0.294-0.640), respectively, in the validation cohort. These values indicate that the nomogram had greatly improved predictive performance. Similarly, in the validation cohort, the IDI values at 3 years and 5 years were 0.053 and 0.061, respectively (both P < .001). These findings also validate the superior predictive performance of the nomogram.
Decision curve analysis
The results show that although both models yielded net benefits, these benefits were greater for the 3-year and 5-year DCA curves of the nomogram than for the traditional AJCC staging system in both the training and validation cohorts (Fig. 4) .
Discussion
NM is the second-most-common histological subtype of melanoma, with a greater biological aggressivity than radial growth lesions. [21, 22] There is increasing evidence that NM contributes disproportionately to melanoma deaths, making it a particularly important subtype to characterize. [23] [24] [25] [26] Mar et al showed that NM contributed the most to deaths from melanoma in all tumor subtypes. [27] Further research is needed on the prognosis of NM. Although the AJCC staging system has significant predictive power for the prognosis of melanoma patients, it does not include some important risk factors such as age, sex, and marital status. We have therefore developed a morecomprehensive predictive model, including not only the AJCC staging system but also patient demographics and other clinical parameters. Our model can provide more-accurate data that will help medical workers to predict the prognosis of patients more accurately. The nomogram is an excellent tool for risk assessment with a high recognition ability to provide a quantitative prognosis for individual patients, making it more sensitive and informative. [28] [29] [30] As in most previous studies, the multivariate Cox regression analysis performed in our study showed higher age to be a risk factor for survival in NM patients, while being female appeared to be a protective factor. Other risk factors for survival were DSW (vs married), a higher AJCC stage, and a regional SEER stage (vs localized SEER stage). DSW has been proven by many studies to be a risk factor for cancer and previous studies have shown that marital status is associated with melanoma morbidity and mortality. [31, 32] Our study also demonstrates that DSW is a risk factor for NM patients. It is worth noting that this study is the first to include insurance status and LND in an analysis of NM patients. The prognosis appears as a line graph, and it was found that LND is a risk factor for patient survival. To the best of our knowledge, there is no previous description of the effect of LND on the survival of patients with NM in the literature. In addition, LND made a relatively large contribution to the nomogram we constructed. All of this new information can further help clinicians when they are making clinical decisions.
We have developed and validated an easy-to-use example nomogram for predicting 3-year and 5-year survival rates in NM patients. Our nomogram model contains risk factors that are easily available to collect from historical records. The nomogram is both highly clinically applicable and easy to use. To further assess whether the prognostic model performed better than the traditional AJCC staging system, we evaluated the performance of our survival model using several common model-validation parameters: discrimination, calibration, NRI, IDI, and DCA. Our model performed well, showing good discrimination as indicated by a C-index of 0.744 for the training cohort and 0.729 for the validation cohort, which is higher than the values for the AJCC staging system. The AUC of the AJCC staging system was also lower than that of the nomogram. In the validation cohort, the 3-year and 5-year AUCs were 0.735 and 0.742, respectively, for the nomogram, but only 0.687 and 0.675 for the AJCC staging system. The discriminative power of the nomogram was significantly higher than that of the AJCC staging system. In both the training and verification cohorts, plots approximating a 45-degree line indicated that the nomogram predictions were well calibrated (Fig. 3) . We also introduced 2 indicators that are more sensitive than the C-index: NRI and IDI. NRI reflects how the nomogram reclassifies the risk probabilities better than the AJCC staging system, while IDI reflects the improvement in the ability of the nomogram to distinguish between AJCC stages. The positive results further demonstrated the superior performance of the nomogram. We also applied the latest analytical technique of DCA, whose demonstrated benefits have led to recommendations to use it. The results showed that the 3-year and 5-year DCA curves for the new model yield net benefits greater than the traditional AJCC staging system in both the training and validation cohorts.
The greatest strengths of this study include the large population and the high quality of the SEER database, and population-based findings are more common than those from a single study. However, this study was also subject to some limitations. First, it utilized retrospective data and so was inevitably affected by bias. Second, data were not available on some prognostic factors such as chemotherapy data and tumor markers. Third, we only included patients with complete information for whom the nomogram could be used to calculate the predicted survival. This would have resulted in some patients being excluded and may also have introduced selection bias. External validation with other populations is needed to provide a more accurate assessment of the model performance. Finally, the predicted values calculated using the nomogram only represent reference information to be interpreted by clinicians, rather than providing absolutely accurate prognoses.
In conclusion, we have developed and validated an NM prognosis nomogram that is highly accurate. The prognostic value of the nomogram is better than that of the AJCC staging system alone. In addition, we found that LND is an important risk factor for the survival of NM patients. The nomogram developed in this study may be a valuable tool in clinical consultations to better understand the 3-year and 5-year survival rates of patients. www.md-journal.com
